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1. Is the task frequently performed by the user?

2. Can the user's goal be accomplished through a simplified interaction flow?

Conversation can simplify the most repetitive or tasking parts of a goal. This helps

the user complete the goal more frequently in less time. 

Will the conversation allow users to navigate through fewer apps to achieve their goal?

Can the user goal be clearly identified, and translated to a clear start and finish?

Can the use case task be accomplished within 3-5 number of conversational turns?

Conversational turns refer to the back-and-forth between the chatbot and user. 

If a task is larger than 3-5 turns, the use case may be too broad or complex for conversational UX.

MAYBE NOYES

Specific explanation of each questionEvaluate whether each question is applicable    Yes/No Yes/No for checklist group?

WELCOME!

The purpose of this workshop is to determine whether conversational

design is an appropriate fit for your use case. With your team, follow the

instructions step by step and run through the Checklist together. 

The more Checklist items are checked off, the more appropriate your use

case may be for conversation, ultimately providing a stronger user

experience and boosting business value. 

For each section, set the timer for the recommended period. 

TOTAL WORKSHOP TIME: 1.5 to 2 hours.

TRY TO STICK TO THE SUGGESTED TIME ALLOTMENTS!

By the end, you'll have a better understanding of the project, your primary

use case, potential users, and conversation design's role in the project. 

IF applicable, does the use case support >30-40% of the users' daily work? 

Would users carry out the use case task frequently on the chatbot?

The user should carry out this task frequently enough to provide business value.

Conversation provides a more streamlined workflow by guiding the user to what they need

while minimizing the user's context switching cost, allowing them to stay focused on the

tasks at hand.
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Can you collect and present hard-to-retrieve information to user during the conversation flow?

Will conversation automate tedious manual tasks to reduce the number of steps?
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4. Is this use case technically feasible?

Is the user in a setting that requires divided attention?

Would users be able to multi-task in this use case?

Are there significant technical restrictions?

3. Will conversational design offer more advantages to your target user than traditional GUI

interfaces? 

Are the necessary back-end datasets available for integration to accommodate the user's needs?

Do the necessary datasets have properties that the user can reference easily?

Is the user likely to accept the chatbot in their work flow?

Will the use case need additional CAI Platform features or does it utilize what is available?

If not available, is it planned as part of the roadmap/expected delivery date?

WHO'S HERE?

DECISION DOTS

DONE!

Moving forward with conversational UX? 

If YES, here are the next steps: 

- Defining the Scope

- Creating User Persona and Understanding

Chatbot Persona

Refer to CUX Guidelines for more guidance in designing your 

conversation.
Open link

Post a sticky with your

name & role!
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CUX DISCOVER PHASE 1.0 - ASSESSING YOUR USE CASE 

WHAT ARE WE DOING TODAY?

WHO SHOULD BE PARTICIPATING?

It would be highly encouraged for everyone who will be involved in the

project to go over the Checklist together as a range of expertise will be

needed.

This includes:

- Business sponsor (ROI, KPI, business needs)

- Project managers (business case, target audience, project roadmap)

- Developers (technical feasibility)

- UX Designers (usability, user research and design, validation)

- UA Developers (conversational design, conversational copywriting)
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>> 2 MIN

Post a sticky note with your

name and role/expertise in

the box to the right. 

>> 3 MIN

After everyone's done

posting their stickies, go

around and introduce

yourselves. 

WHAT IS THE PRIMARY USE CASE? TOTAL: 35 MIN

>> 5 MIN

Individually and without

talking, write down answers

for each category to the

right. 

It's okay if you don't know the

answer to all the questions.

Try to make your best guess. 

The objective of this section

is to encourage brainstorming

and get everyone warmed

up. 

>> 10 MIN

Now, come together as a

group for discussion. 

Facilitator, go through each

section and read out the

answers. For each one, have

the writers elaborate and

explain their answers. 

WRAP-UP DISCUSSION

Use this space to

brainstorm next steps. 

List any action items or

further points for

discussion in the future.  

List action items,

further points of

discussion, etc.

CUX CHECKLISTWHO ARE TARGET USERS?

The target user is...

 

FOR EACH CHECKLIST GROUP

IMPORTANT:

This exercise should be based on the

primary use case.

Keep it in mind while answering the

questions. 

There are 4 Checklist groups in total:

- Freqency/Volume

- Simplification

- User Acceptance

- Technical

Work through one Checklist group at a

time using the procedure below. 

>> 3 MIN

On your own, read through the group's

questions and vote using the Decision

Dots in the Yes/No column.

It's okay if you don't know the answer to

some Checklist items! Some of your other

team members may have the expertise

necessary to steer the decision. 

Take your best guess and try to minimize

voting "Maybe."   

>> 7 MIN

Come together as a team, review the

votes, and discuss any questions or

uncertainties.

Make a final decision for the overall

group and mark it down in the Yes/No for

Checklist Group column. 

What is this project about?

What is the goal of this project and how will success be measured?

What is the business case/need for conversation in this project?

How will conversation create more value for the user?

What are the possible use cases?

Based on the primary use case, who would be your

target users?

Based on the primary use case, what would users want

to accomplish?

Based on the primary use case, where and how often

might users interact with the chatbot?

WHO WILL BE THE FACILITATOR?

Decide who will be the facilitator for this workshop (if not already decided). 

The facilitator can be anyone in the team. No prior workshop or CUX experience is

required.

Primary responsibilities:

- Read out the instructions for each section to the team. 

- Set the timer for each allotted time period. 

- Keep the conversation and activities on track. 

NOTE: only the Mural owner will have access to the timer function; if the faciltator is

someone other than the Mural owner, the owner can assign that person as an owner as

well. 

Follow the screenshots below to assign the facilitator role to someone other than the Mural

owner.

BACKGROUND INFO

DECIDE ON METRICS

>> 3 MIN 

Individually and without

talking, write down answers

on the stickies. 

Try your best to provide

suggestions. The objective of

this exercise is to encourage

brainsotrming. There are no

right or wrong answers.

>> 2 MIN

Silently vote using the Voting

Stars. 

Everyone gets 2 stars to vote

however they want. 

>> 5 MIN

Using the votes as a

springboard for discussion,

come together as a group and

decide on a primary metric

and secondary metric of

success.

IMPORTANT:

This exercise should be based

on the primary use case.

Keep it in mind while

answering the questions. 

>> 5 MIN

Individually and without

talking, write down answers for

each question to the right. 

It's okay if you don't know the

answer to all the questions. Try

to make your best guess. 

The objective of this section is

to encourage brainstorming,

NOT to create a concrete

persona. 

 

>> 10 MIN

Now, come together as a

group again for discussion.

Facilitator, go through each

section and read out the

answers. For each one, have

the writers elaborate and

explain their answers

ANSWER QUESTIONS

>> 5 MIN

As a group, decide who the

target user should be. 

Facilitator, write this down

in the space to the right. 

DECIDE ON USER

CUX DESIGN PROCESS

VOTING STARS

VOTING STARS

Primary Metric: 

Secondary Metric:

>> 3 MIN  

Individually and without

talking, write down answers

on the stickies.

Try your best to provide

suggestions. The objective of

this exercise is to encourage

brainsotrming. There are no

right or wrong answers.

>> 2 MIN

Silently vote for a primary use

case based on the primary

and secondary metrics you've

decided upon before.

Everyone gets 2 stars to vote

however they want.

>> 5 MIN

Using the votes as a

springboard for discussion,

come together as a group and

decide on a primary use case.

The primary use case should

align with the metrics of

success. If it's difficult to make

a decision, align the use case

with the primary metric first.

DECIDE ON USE CASE

2.1

2.0

2.2

1 3 4 5TOTAL: 5 MIN TOTAL: 20 MIN

Primary use case is...

TOTAL: 40 MIN TOTAL: 5 MIN

INTRODUCTIONS WRAP-UP

https://ux.wdf.sap.corp/conversational-ux/cux-design-process-overview/

